
















A study of technology for constructing horizontal stone chamber using 3D measurement
Hiroshi AOKI
????????
?In this paper, for the horizontal stone chamber made of tuff belonging to the second half of the sixth century, I 
conducted three-dimensional measurement and analysis using SfM / MVS for capturing the construction technol-
ogy and the skills and expertise of the masonry group. The research subjects are Wakamiya Hachiman Tumulus 
and No.1 Tsukegawa Tumulus located in Higashimatsuyama shi Saitama Prefecture.
?I focused on the method of acquiring the stone used for the horizontal stone chamber and present a model on 
this. The “mountain area / hilly acquisition model” proposes that stone for Wakamiya Hachiman Tumulus and 
No.1 Tsukegawa Tumulus was acquired from the hill located in the vicinity. The study focuss on the axes and 
masonry process, as well as the processing mark of the stone,which is the basis for constructing the horizontal 
stone chamber.
?As a result, it is likely that the masonry group involved with the horizontal stone chamber was deeply involved 
in a series of work, right from the acquisition of the stone to the completion of the horizontal stone chamber, and 
had high technical skills.
?In addition to the above area, tuff masonry stone chambers are distributed around Iwanoya Hill of Gumma Pre-
fecture which has been producing tuff from the latter half of the 6th century. It is assumed that the method of 
acquring the stone from such a hill was introduced to each area in the latter half of the sixth century, along with 
the construction technology for the horizontal stone chamber.
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? 1?????? 2??????????????? 2cm????????????????
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